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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an inccmplete 'historical investigation of the

World War II Allied defense of Antweirp, Belgium, against the German V-I

pilotless aircraft. The purpose is to establish the reasons for the

defense's success and failure thru an analysis of the defense in terms

of the air defense engagement functimt detection, identification,

interception and destruction.

The V-i missile originated in 1907 with the initial concepti(n of

a pulse-jet engine and culminated with test firings in the winter of

1942-43. The V-i's range was about 150 miles and it carried over 1,900

pounds of high explosives in its warheAd.

The Germans initially employed the V-i from launch sites in France

aiming them at London. The British were prepared and after a shake-down

period they established a formidable defense.

The Allied invasion of the European continent and subsequent

geographic gains caused a temporary lull in attacks against London.

Logistical problems occurring on the continent threatened to halt offen-

sive operations until the British 21 Army Group overran the port of

Antwerp, This port promised to be a solution to the mounting supply

difficulties. The Germans recognized Antwerp's significance to future

Allied operations and took action to attack the city with the V-i missile.

The Allies realized the German intent and established a defense

primarily composed of U. S. antiaircraft units. The London experience

had demonstrated the value of antiaircraft artillery and exposed the

i
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weakneases of a defense -mploying fighter aircraft..

The V-1 attacks' began in October 1944 and ended -in, March 1945.

During this tim 4,83 V-Se were detectd by the defense.. More than,

2,500V-lis were designated as vital area threats. The. defense destroyed

over 70 .per cent of these, Only 211 landed Cithin the designated 'vital

Detection was acecplished with a high degree of,,success. This

is attributable to the characteristics of the V-l, It folsemd ,a constant

heading ,at a constant speed and altitude, The defense was deployed

accordingly.

The V-i characteristics greatly simplified the identification

,problem, Visually the V-i was readily identified. during all hours of

the day. Its flight characteristics mads it izmediately suspect to

detection radar operators, Close control of Allied aircrift operating

in the area helped the identification- processi

Interception and destruction are inseparable for analysis put-

poses. The SCR-584 radar combined with the, 90a or 3.7 inch gun uoing

proximity fused projectiles proved to be very effective against the V-l.

The 40 guns employed by both U., S..and BVitish units were relatively

ineffective due primarily to the ruggedness of the V-1 and the small

explosive charge of the 4Omn projectile.

The success of the Antwero defense was unmatched during World

War II. interception was the least perfected of the four engagement

functions.
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_IYTODUCTION

The successfui defense of the port of Antwerp, BelgiM, by U. S,

Army antiaircraft artillery imits against the vaunted German V-i missile

is generally regarded as unsurpassed ,during World War II. The attrition

percentage achieved by the Antwerp defenders was over twice as great as

attained by other typical World War II antiaircraft defenders. The small

number of V-I's which landed in the defended port area and the relatively

insignificant aminct of damage inflicted is evidence of the success.

The purpose of this thesis is to proaide a clearer understanding

of the reasons for this victory. The defensive techniques used, the,

equipoient employed and the characteristics of the V-1 witl--bd analyzed

in terms of the air defense engagement functions: detection of potential

threat objects# identification of unknown objects; interception of enemy

forces; and destruction of' the threat*
/

Since the potential threat and, characteristics of the German

V-1 robot missile were directly related to each of the functions a

chapter is devoted to background information about the V-I, A chrono-

logical sequence of events is presented ending with the British V-1

defense of London. This defense is explained to provide a basis for

later comparison, to davelop an appreciation of the defensive

problems to be overcome later at Antwerp and to present the origin of

IThe U. S. Department of the Army, Field Manual 44-I: U. S.

Ar Air Defense Artillery /kloyent, (Washington: U. S, Government
Pri'iting Office, February -1970), p. 2-2.
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defensive techniques used i the defense of Antwerp. The physical char-

acteristics of the V-i are given to provide background for subsequent

evaluation.

The second chapter establishes the significance of Antwerp to the

Allied war effort. The logistical situation existing on the European

continent at the time Antwerp was captured is developed. This chapter

provides the "why" for the defense and gives some insight into the

urgency and priorities given to the defense.

Chapter III is devoted to the characteristics of the defense.

The layout of the defense is examined relative to time. Since both

British and U. S. forces were used in the defense the organizations of

the antiaircraft elements of both countries are presented. Major items

of equipment are discussed briefly to fix defensive equipment capabili-

ties relative to the threat. Early warning of approaching threats had

a direct impact on engagement resuits. Accordingly a brief description

of the warning network is provided.

The results of the defense are given in the succeeding chapter.

These are analyzed in terms of each engagement function. Where statis-

tical data for analysis is unavailable a qualitative assessment is made

of various considerations relative to the overall defense performance.

Chapter V presents a smmary and conclusions based on the

analysis made in the preceding chapter.



CHAPTER I

THE THREAT

Any historical analysis of a iiilitary operation requires an

understanding of the nature of the threat to be overcome* Physical

characteristics of the pilotless aircraft are presented in this chapter

to establish a mental picture of the target of the defense. V -I employ'

ment peculiarities were key factors in organizing the Antwerp defense.

The ,evolutioh of the ,threat and the events leading up to the defense of

Antwerp provide a foundation upon which comparisons can be based in this

analysis.

BACKGROVrb

Indiscriminate destruction during war has been a controversial

issue throughout the history of warfare, During World War I Germany

torpedoed merchant ships taking the lives of crews and passengers formerly

considered non-combatants and consequently entitled to protection. With

the advent of high altitude bombing, particularly at night, the concept

of protection for innocent civilians was forgotten. British area attacks

on German cities in 'the autumn of 1940 and the German "Blitz" gave little

thought to physical security for non-combatants.

On June 13, 1944, a new type of indiscriminate offensive bom-

bardment commenced. A small Lmanned aircraft was launched from France

toward London on that day beginning a new phase of the German reign of
>,3
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destruction on London, Actually this wasonly the i entatioin phase

of a long series of events beginning in 1907.

In 1907 A french patent wa issued for a pulse-jet using a low-

pressure supercharger to purmp an air£ful cte into a ambustion

chamber where it was ignited by a "sparking-piug"i. Three yeart later a

Belgian engineer ,ptented a series Of jet engines which-he proposed for

use in aeroplanes 'and airship. In 1919a Trench artilleMy-officer Pr o-

posed jet pomered remotely-cotrollid pilotless airraft as a lont range

bombardment weapon' 'For the next decade further interest in jet-propUl-

sion seemed to have centered aro w d a possible replacement for the piston

engine in fighter aircraft, Work on pilotless aircraft was carried ,on,

by the British and the Germans but little thought was given to a jet

propelled pilotless aircraft. Then in the mid-thirties a German inventor

suggested a flying torpedo propelled by a jet engine of his own design.

Response to his proposal was disappointing.2

In the sumer of 1939 the German Air Ministry solicited proposals

for a pilotless missile with a 350 mile range, One proposal submitted

was for a remotely-controlled missile with either a conventional or

turbo-jet engine. Apparently other projects demanded a higher priority

and the pilotless missile remained only a proposal until the spring of

1942. Beginning in April 1942 massive air raids -aere conducted on

3English cities in retaliation for British fire bombings of Lubeck.

IGeneral Sir Frederick Pil, Ack-Ack (London: George G. Harrap
& Co., 1949), p. 326.

2 asil Collier, The Battle of the VWeapons 1944-45 (New York:
William Morrow & Co., 196 ,) pp. 12-14.

3Ibid.. pp. 14-15, citing Fuhrer Headquarters Signal No. 55
672/42 dated April 14# 1942.



Success of the German raids was disappointing, and;oe6tly in planes and

crews. At this time 'thesponsors 'of the 1939 proposal cohtacted the

German Air Ministry to rejuvenate their pilotless aircraft proposal.

This tilme the response was favorable and design work began.

In-June 1942 representatives of the developmental fims met at

the Air Ministry to discuss the future of the project. The project was

outlined and a sketch ,was drawn of the proposed weapon. At the conclu-

sion of the meeting the missile was given-the highest priority for

development and production. The experts hoped to have the missile in

operation within 18 months but in reality it was almost two years before

the first offensive with the new weapon began.

The official German designations for the pilotless aircraft were

FZG 76 and 8-103. The German Ministry of Propaganh4a referred 'to -the

weapon as Vengeance Weapon Number One or simply V-1. The Allies referred

to the weapon as V-I, Flying Bomb, Diver, Buzz Bomb, Doodle Bug and

Pilotless Aircraft (PAC).5 Throughout the remainder of this paper the

designation "V-l" will be used.

Early in December 1942 airframe tests of the V-1 were made and

later in the same month the first ground launching was conducted. By

the summer of 1943 preparations had been made to begin quantity production

of the missile.

On August 17, 1943, the- Bitish responded to the German develop-

mental efforts. Nearly 600 aircraft bombed the V-1 experimental test

4Ibid., p. 17.

Headquarters United States Forces European Theater, Report of
the General Board, Study 38, p. 38. (USA C & GSC Archives) Hereafter
this Headquarters is cited as USFET.
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facilities at Peenemunde on the Baltic Sea. The resulting damage was so

severe that the Germans shifted some of their experimental facilities to

6Poland. Other bombing raids on component factories took their toll and

production was delayed wtil September. By this time missile launch sites

had been selected in France and a unit had been trained for the 'task of

launching the V-i at Britain. 7

The launch sites consisted of a nunber of concrete buildings

including one structure adjacent to a rectangular concrete slab. The

latter appeared to photo interpreters to be a final assembly building

for the missile. It was characterized by a 22 foot opening on one slde

large enough to allow a fully assembled missile to be moved in and out.

Other buildings ck-on to all siteoi were workshops and storage facilities

about 260 feet by 10 feet and Curved at one end. Viewed from overhead

they looked like giant 'skis laid an their sides.
8

In December 1943 changes were made in the German command structure

responsible for the overall V-1 program. As with any shake-up in command

structure the new leaders investigated the entire program. Among the

weaknesses, they found that the launch facilities were built physically

insecure and highly vulnerable to bombing attacks. Aerial:reconaissance

could easily recognize the launch facilities. The new commander recon-

mended that the whole program be overhauled to include abandonment of

existing launch facilities in favor of simpler and less distinctive

sites.
9

The Germans revised their plans and began constructing additional

6Collier, o.c., p. 33. 7Ibid., pp. 18-20.

8Ibid. p. 37. 9Ibidt# pp. 20-22.
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sites. The altered sites omitted the ski-type buildings and usually only

the floors for the final assembly buildings were laid. The building it-

self was to be completed just prior to use from pre-fabricated components.

The new sites were constructed combining-the -best techniques of conceal-

ment and-they were less vulnerable to bombing attack. Deceptive-activity

was maintained at the old sites. 1 0 This program was so effective that

the Allies did not locate the first of the new sites until April 27, 1944,

,three months after construction began. 1 1

The British did not initially associate the "ski" sites with the

V-1 program, but in early December intelligence specialists pieced

together the puzzle and ordered bombing attacks on the sites. Twenty-

four of the 95 known ski sites were attacked on December 24, 1943, by 672

bombers which dropped 1,472 tons of bombs. While 3,000 tons of bombs

were expended on the ski sites during the period December 5 to December 31,

1943, the Allies destroyed only seven of the sites. Attacks on ski sites

continued until June 12, 1944. During the last six months of the bhcbing

offensive tons of bombs were dropped to neutralize the ski sites.. 2

Unfortunately for the British the ski sites became more of a decoy than

an operational necessity to the V-1 program. The revised sites which

represented the heart of the forthcoming V-1 bombardment went untouched.

The Allied invasion of France acted as a catalyst in the imple-

mentation of the V-1 program. Within six days of the invasion 873 V-1s

were distributed to launching teams and great quantities of fuel were

delivered. Or June 11 a conference was held a few miles from Paris and

it was agreed that the long awaited offensive should commence the

10Ibid., pp. 47-48. 11Xbid., p, 162. 12Ibid., pp. 45-47
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13following evening. Unforseen difficulties inherent in crash programs

made it iyrpossible to meet the ordered launch time. Finally at 4:00 A.M.

on Jthe 13 the first of a long series of V-1 missiles crossed the English
14

coastline.

CHAPACTERISTICS

The V-1 was classed as a mid-wing monoplane with a wing span

of 17 feet 6 inches. Its overall length was 26 feet. The fuselage

was 2 feet 7 inches in diameter, The payload was a warhead which weighed

over a ton with an explosive charge of approximately 1,900 pounds. The

total launch weight was about 4,000 pounds'.
15

The unique feature of the V-I was its propulsion system. This

was the first jet propelled weapon of the war to be used offensively.

Its jet engine was of the simplest type, an impulse duct engine or more

commonly called a "pulse jet" engine.

The pulse jet of the type used for the V-I was extremely simple

in construction and functioning. It consisted of a cylindrical duct

approximately 11 feet long. The front end of the duct contained a bank

of spring loaded air valves, which can be likened to the louver closure

on an ordinary kitchen exhaust fan. Forward motion of the, missile forced

the valve open. Simultaneously fuel was injected into the duct to the

rear of the valves. This mixture was ignited causing a higher pressure

than that of the incoming air. This in turn caused the air valve

1 3Ibid., pp. 69-70, 14Ibid., p. 163.

1 5Leonard Bridgman (ed.), Jane's All the World's Aircraft
1945-46 (New York: Macmillan Co., 1946), pp. 147c-148c.
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assembly toclose forming a "wall" against which the internal pressure

was'exerted. The other end of theduct was open alloing the.expanding

exhaust gasses to" escape. This ,conditionexerted unequal foces in the

engine with a thrust being generated 'in the, direction of .forward motion

of the missile. When the pressure inside the duct reduced below the

pressure being exerted on the front side of the air valves, the valves

again opened and the process was repeated. This cycle of operation

recurred 40 to 45 times per second. The theoretical forward speed

of the V-1 was approximately 400 miles per hour. 1 6

Automatic control was accomplished by means of a magnetic compass,

gyros and an anemometer. The latter was a sall propeller mounted on the

nose of the fuselage. The forward notion of the missile caused the

propeller to rotate. During flight the revolutions of the propeller

were counted and compared with a precalculated number. When the preset

number was reached, the missile was forced into a steep terminaal dive.

The range accuracy thus achieved was not very precise, but when compared

to the dimensions of a target like the city of London, extreme accuracy

was not required. The typical mean deviation for a 100 mile shot was
17

about six miles.

The magnetic compass worked in conjunction with the gyros to

maintain a course to within degree. As the missile drifted off course

the control system would sense the deviation and through electro-pneumatic

servo mechanims the rudder would move to compensate for the error causing

the missile to steer back to the predesignated magnetic course. Lateral

accuracy thus achieved was about six miles for a 100 mile shot. 1 8

16Ibid. 17USFET, op. cit., p. 40. 18Ibid.
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The majoT internal ower source for the missile was supplied1

by compressed air. The,V-1 carried two spherical containers which were

pressurized with air to about 2,000 poun4s per square inch.19 During

flight this air was Used' to drive the gyros, pressurize the fuel tanks

and powir the iervo-mechanisms.

The external shell of the missile was of welded steel construc-

tion as was the jet duct. Toward the end of the war some of the weapons

20
incorporated plywood in the wings and fuselage. The wings were fixed

and unlike conventional aircraft, the only control surfaces were on the

tail assembly.

The V-1 engine required forward motion to develop thrust. Simi-

larly the missile could not be aerodynaiically self-controlled until

forward motion was achieved. An 180 foot fixed ramp was used to satisfy

the initial control requirements. Incorporated into the ramp was a

catapult which imparted the initial thrust to the weapon. The ramp used

two steel rails to guide the missile in elevation and azimuth. It was

oriented in the general direction of the anticipated target and was

inclined at approximately six degrees making the exit end over 18 feet1 hih21
high. 2While the missile could be preset to make one turn,,of up to 45.

degrees during its flight to the target, this option was not exercised

very frequently. The altitude was established prior to launch and until

it made its final dive it maintained that preset height. The majority

of the V-l'a used against England flew between 4,000 and 5,000 feet.

19Bridgman, foc. cit. 20USFET, op. cit., p. 39.

21Bridgman, 16c. cit.

t



Against Antwerp the preferred altitude was 3,000 feet or lover 22

The maximum range for the early ,mdel missiles was about 160

miles. This range could only P; achieved uhder ideal conditions. Cross

winds caused constant horizontal correction as did any programed change

in direction; both caused a correspndirig decrease in range, During the

later V-1 operations the missile weight was reduced by using plywood on

certain portions of the airframe and by reducifig the size of the warhead.

Such missiles could achieve a range of 250 miles. This model was used

in March 1945 during the final operations against Great'Britain.23

A second method of employment was developed to increase the

flexibility of the V-i, extend the range, and compound the defensive

problem by varying the missile approach direction. The HE. 11 medium

bomber was used to transport the V-1 to a predetermined launch point

where the missile was released to continue to the target in the normal

mode.

The speed of the aircraft was sufficient ,to allow the jet engine

to function normally when the missile was released. The forward motion

requirement for missile aerodynamic control was likewise satisfied by

the forward motion of the aircraft. Considering the range of the -other

aircraft the range of the V-I was increased to about 800 miles.24

While versatility was achieved by the inherent mobility of the

22US FET, lo. .,.it.

23Rowland F. Pocock, German Guided Missiles of the Second World
War (New Yorks ARCO Publishing Co., 1967), p. 103.

24M. C. Helfers, The Employment of V-WeapM by the Germans
During World War II (Washington: Department of the Armyp Office of
the Chief of Military History, 1954), p. 37. (USA C&GSC Archives)
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mother aircraft certain serious limititions were prevalent. The success

of the V-i was now dependent on the success of the delivery aircraft.

Accidents and kills by the British Royal Air Force took a high toll of

the available mother aircraft. The acciracy of the V-1 was noo a function

of aircraft location at the time of release. Since the aircraft

operated primarily at night and most launches were over the Rorth Sea,

aircraft position had to be determined by instrutents. These and- other

factors seriously degraded the effectiveness and accuracy of this method

of operation,

3BITISH V- 'EXPERIENCE

Authors writing on the ititial V-1 launchings disagree on the

volmne, of the first attack, It appears, hoeever, that of the first 10

attempted launchings only four V-i's reachad England, and three of these

did not causfi any casualties, The fourth impacted' on a railway viaduct
25

disrupting rail traffic, killing six people and injuring nine others.

No claims were made by the defensive unitsp but a fuse from a heavy

antiaircraft shell was found in the debris of the fourth V-1 2 6

This initial V-1 attack on Britain was the first increment of

three distinct attack phases.. Phase one lasted from June 13, 1944, until

September 5, 1944. Attacks during this period came from Northern France.

When the Allies overran the area where most of the launch facilities were

q1tated, the Germans were forced to revise their operations until new

launch,,locations could be prepared. The second attack phase began on

2 5 Collier, op. cit., pp. 74-75,

2 6 Pi'e, cit.t p. 327.

4,
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September 15 when the V-I's were launched from modified Heinkel III two-

engine bombers. This launching method was used exclusively until

January 15, 1945. A subsequent period of inactivity ended on March 3,

1945, when ground launched missiles once again appeared over England.27

This third phase lasted through March 29, 1945, when the last V-1 to

approach Great Britain was destroyed by antiaircraft fire.
28

During the initial attack period over 6,600,V-i's approached

Great Britain at all hours of the night and day. The second period

brought about '600 V-i's to the British homeland. In the final phase

approximately 120 V-i's threatened Great Britain. London was the target

of the vast majority of the V-i's in all three attack phases, but only

2,360 V-i*s reached London. Failures resulted from the effects of guidance

errors, mechanical malfunctions and defensive efforts.29

The strategic damage inflicted by all V-ls landing within the

United Kingdom during the period June 13 to September 5, 1944, is sum-

marized in Table 1. The source of this information does not elaborate i
on the nature of the damage incurred. Accordingly, damage in this case j J
could be superficial or complete destruction of the type facility listed,

While this table only covers damage incidence during the first phase of

the V-i offensive it includes the effects of about 97 per cent of the

total number of missiles landing within the target area during the

entire period from June 13 to March 30, 1945.

27Mary Catherine Welborn, V-I and V-2 Attacks Against the United
Kingdom During World War II (Washington: Operations ResearchOfficej,
Johns Hopkins University, 1950). (Mimeographed.), pp. 4-6. (tvSA C&GSC
Archives)

28 11 p i. .14 29Collier, o , p. 134. Welborn, op. cit., p. 7.

r
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TABLE I

DAMHAGE INCIDENCE BY CATEGORY OF FACILI3'6
PERIOD JUNE 13 TO SEPTEMBER 5, 1944

TYPE NUMBER OF
FACILITY INCIDtNTS

Railroads (bridges, stations, main lines, yards, etc.)..,.,.....,...141
Utilities (power lines, gas works0 telephone exchanges,

water mains, bus depot, eto.).,.........,........,...146 •~~~~H i g h w a y s . . . . ........, e * i ° ° . , , , , ° ° * * , ° ° ° , , ° , , 2

Military Establishments (AA gun sites, signal stations, camps,
hospitals, billets, etc)...............1o57

The toll on the citizenry of London amounted to almost 6,000

killed, 40,000 injured and 75,000 hanes destroyed or damaged. 31  In one

London surburb three of every four houses in the borough were damaged

or destroyed by V-ls. For every weapon dropped on British soil eightnjrd32 !
or nine people were killed or seriously injured'

The damage caused by the V-I's could have been more severe. The

British realized that strategic bombing of the launch sites could not

prevent all of the V-1 launchings, Accordingly, even before the first

V-i attack in June 1944, a defense was planned to destroy the missile as

it approached the target area.

3 0 Ibid.,p.24.

3 1John Kirk and Robert Young, Jr., Great Weapons of World War 11
(New York: Walker and Co., 1961), p. 331.

32Collier, og. cit., p. 125.
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LONDON DEFENSE

The paucity of definitive information relative to the V-I led

the defense planners to consider a broad spectrum of characteristics

for the missile. The V-I defense plan was further coaplicated by the

simultaneous- plans for the forthconing Normandy invasion. The homeland

defense was competing for men and materiel resources needed to support

the invasion.

Estimates of flight parameters for the V-1 did not rule-out a

missile si:4lar to existing =4=4d aircraft. Therefore, it was decided

that the defensive techniques then wmployed against conventional aircraft

would probably be effective against the new threat. Both interceptor

aircraft and antiaircraft artillery would be used in the defense. The

plan called for fighters to patrol at 12,000 feet in parallel belts

astride the approach axis of the London-bound V-i's. The first belt was

about 26 miles off the coast. The second belt was over the coast line,

and the third belt was 15 to 20 miles inland. These patrols coemenced

with the warning of ,an iminent attack. When the missiles began to

arrive additional fighters would patrol the same belts at an altitude

of '6,000 feet. Immediately behind the third fighter patrol belt was a

belt of antiaircraft guns. Just outside the city limits of London a

33belt of barrage balloons provided the final defensive measure. Figure

1 is a schematic representation of this defense.

After the inauspicious beginning on June 13, 1944, the V-i attacks

began in earnest on Juno 15. The London defense was deployed as planned

with 192 heavy antiaircraft guns and a like number of light antiaircraft

33 3Ibid., p. 57.

(C
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guns, The defense grew to a total deployment of 376 heavy guns and 576

light guns by the end of June.35

The-weaknesses of the defense were soon apparent. The high degree

of coordination between fighters and antiaircraft artillezy necessary to

obtain maximum effectiveness from both was never achieved. Restrictions

were placed on the guns to prevent fighters in close pursuit of a V-1

from being fired upon. 3 6

The proximity of the gun belt to the defended area created another

problem. V-i's which were damaged by antiaircraft fire fell in the

defended area. The problem was so severe that some guns were prohibited

from firing at passing V-I's in the hope that the missile would over-fly
37

the defended area before executing its terminal dive.

Technical difficulties further decreased the defense efficiency.

The newly developed proximity fuzes were prohibited from ime over popu-

lated areas to prevent civilian property damage and casualties. If the

fuze failed to detonate the projectile near the V-i, the projectile would

continue on a ballistic path finally exploding when it fell to the earth.

The fuze incorporated a self-destruct feature to destroy the projectile

high in the air after a fixed time of flight, however, this feature proved

38to be unreliable. Radars were sited in depressions or hollows taking

advantage of the natural screening obtained and thereby reducing effects

of enemy electronic countermeasures which, incidentally, never developed.

The siting techniques used for this purpose were sound for high altitude

attacks but proved to be a limiting factor against the V-i which

35Pile, op. cit., p. 328. 36Collier, op. cit. pp. 86-89.
37Pile, loe. cit. 38Collier, p. cit., pp. 92-93.
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approached at relatively low altitudes.

To achieve greater success with the antiaircraft artillery it

was decided to move the guns into a belt along the coast. The belt

was 5,000 yards deep and the guns fired 10,000 yards out to sea. 40

This deployment offered solutions to most of the inadequacies of the

earlier defense. Many of the V-l's brought down by gun fire fell harm-

lessly into the water. This also happened with unexploded projectiles.

Radars were sited optimally with little interference from ground forma-

tions. A change in the engagement rules for aircraft allowed maximum

use of the capabilities of the guns.

Areas vacated by the guns were used to expand the terminal

barrage ballon defense. Fighters had the entire area between London

?and the rear of the belt without restriction. The seaward fighter

patrol area and the patrol area along the coast remained, but flying

41was prohibited below 8,000 feet over the gun belt. The new defense

which was fully operational by July 17 is shown schematically in

Figure 2.

Results of these changes were encouraging. During the previous

period# June 13 to July 13, the defense destroyed approximately 40

per cent of all V-10s reported operating over Great Britain, For the

period July 13 to September 5 the defense effectiveness increased to

A54 per cent. Effects of the defense adjustment on antiaircraft artillery

were dramatic; the success percentage tripled. However# defense

adjustment decreased fighter success from 30 per cent to 23 per cent.4 2

These percentages are based on the total number of V-l's operating and

39Pile. cit, p. 330. 4Ibi.0 p. 334.

41 4ZIbid. wielborn p. cit., p. 7.
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number of V-its that could be laun.hed; V-l's launched could not exceed

the number of bomber sorties committed to this task. With the degenera-

tion of the Luftwaffe prior to and during this period a significant

reduction in the number of V-l's approaching the defense was inevitable

when compared to the previous ground-launched phase. The total number

of missiles operating during this time amounted to 1/10 of what it had

been during the initial phase.

With constant reductions of men and materiel for defense during

phase two and the increased requirements associated wi'.i the additional

directions of attack, it is remarkable that the defenses increased
their effectiveness. Total attrition reached 65 per cent during this

time; fighter attrition was approximately 10 per cent and the guns

achieved nearly 55 per cent.4

The final phase of the V-I attacks was anticlimactic for the

defenders. It was characterized by attacks from ground launch positions

in Western Holland. The air-launched attacks had ceased and the total

defensive effort could now be devoted to this new threat. The basic

concepts devised in phase one were still valid. Fighters patrolled the

North Sea. The next line of defense was a gun belt backed up by addi-

tional fighters operating between the belt and London.45

The total effort of the Germans emounted to 124 V-l's that

approached the target area of which nearly 75 per ceAt were destroyed

by the defenses. During this final phase the guns reacmhed their peak

of efficiency; they destroyed over 70 per cent of the missiles

operating in the target area. Only 13 of the V-i's launched reached

4Welborne, op. cit., p. 7. 45Collier, p.-cit., p. 134.
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their objective. This represented about 10 per cent of those missiles

that theoretically could have reached the target if it hadn't been for

malfunctions and the defenses. The defenses improved greatly from the

early days in June, July and August 1944 when over 40 per cent of the

V-l's reached the target.46 These results are impressive particularly

when the characteristics of the V-I are considered. The V-I was judged

to be eight times more difficult to destroy than a conventional aircraft

flying a similar course.4 7 The characteristics of the missile provide

some explanation for its relative invulnerability.

The lessons learned by the British in the summer and early fall

of 1944 would serve the Alibs well in the coming months. Shortly after

the British captured the port city of Antwerp it became apparent to

the Allies that the Germans would attempt to interfere with port

operations by attacking it with V-i missiles. The situation demanded

an immediate highly effective defense. The experience gained in the

defense of London provided the basis for the defense of Antwerp.

elborn, .loc. cit. USFET, op. cit., p. 39f.i. , irn bc i.4



CHAPTER II

THE DEFENDED AREA

The planners of the 1944 Allied invasion of Normandy recognized

the need for port facilities to support subsequent operations. Their

plans, however, did not materialize on schedule. Operations progressed

at an unanticipated rate. The logistics situation deteriorated

threatening to halt further progress when the British 21 Army Group

unexpectedly captured the major port of Antwerp virtually intact.

SIGNIFICANCE OF ANTWERP

When the directive for operation OVERLORD, the Allied invasion

of the European continent, was issued to General Eisenhower on

February 12, 1944, the necessity of adequate port facilities was clearly

delineated. In part the directive read:

You will enter the continent of Europe and, in conjunction
with the other United Nations, undertake operations aimed at
the heart of Germany and the destruction of her armed forces.
The date for entering the Continent is the month of May, 1944.
After adequate Channel ports have been secured, exploitation
will be directed towards securing an area that will facilitate
both ground and air operations against the eney.

From the beginning plans for OVERLORD recognized the military

necessity for adequate ports. The general strategy for the operation

Dwight D. Eisenhower, Report by the Supreme Commander to the
Combined Chiefs of Staff on the operations in Europe of the Allied
Expeditionary Force 6 June 1944 to 8 May 1945 ,(Washington: U. S.
Government Printing Office, nd.), p. vi. (The title of this source is
hereafter referred to as Report.)
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focused on the first sentence of the foregoing quote, I...undertake

operations aimed at the heart, -of Germany and the destruction of her

armed forces." The heart of Germany was the Ruhr. To get there meant

crossing the Rhine River. An avenue north of the Ruhr was considered

the most important route for forces attacking the Germany heartland.V

in General Eisenhower's words:

...the northern channel of operations was the perfect
location, from a logistic viewpoint, of Antwerp, the finest
port in northwest Europe. Seizure and use of that port
would vastly shorten our lines of communication, and: it
was clear that when we once arrived on the borders ok
Germany logistic problems were going to be critical.--'

As events unfolded the importance of Antwerp increased. The

objective of the initial phase of OVERLORD was to establish a lodgement

on the continent containing sufficient port facilities to maintain 26

to 30 divisions and allow follow up shipments of up to five divisions

per month. 4 This was to be accomplished by the early capture of

Cherbourg and other Brittany ports.

Even with the capture of Cherbourg and the "lesser" ports in

the initial beachhead area the subsequent build up phase could not be

supported without additional facilities. The potential of Cherbourg

and the land lines of communication leading from it could not support

the volume of troops and equipment planned for the operation.

To solve the problem it was decided to construct artificial

ports. The planners reasoned that some of the world's ports were

really artificial utilizing manmade breakwaters. Conventional

2 Dwight D. Eisenhower, Crusade in Europe (Garden City, N. Y.:
Doubleday and Company, Inc., 197), p. 225.

3Ibid., pp. 225-26. 4Eisenhower, Rep ,rt.
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breakwaters, however, took years to build. The operation being planned

had to provide facilities within a few months after the invasion took

place. Two requirements had to be met; breakwaters were necessary to

provide sheltered water during adverse weather, and piers were necessary

to handle cargo vessels that could not be beached for unloading.
5

The breakwater requirement was to be satisfied by sinking

obsolete ships end-to-end forming a barrier. Additionally, pre-

fabricated concrete box-like structures would be towed across the

English Channel and sunk in a line forming additional barriers. Piers

similar to present day float bridges would be constructed to extend

out into the harbor where deep draft ships could be anchored for
~6

unloading.

Two artificial harbors were planned, one in the American

sector and one in the British zone. Before construction could be

completed a severe storm lashed the Normandy coast and the American

harbor was destroyed.7 After repairs the British harbor was completed

and operated until November 19, 1944.8

The loss of the artificial harbor in the American sector

eliminated the second most important single port facility in the

original OVERLORD plan. Only Cherbourg wns planned to handle greater

tonnages than the now ruined harbor.
9

5Roland G. Ruppenthal, Logistical Support of the Armies, "U. S.
Arvq in World War IIt (2 vols., Washington: U. S. Government Printing
Office, 1953-1959), I, pp. 271-272. (Hereafter this title is cited as
LofRtstica Support.)

6Ibid., pp. 275-278. 7Ibid., pp. 406-413.

8Ruppenthal, Logistical Support, II, op. cit., p. 60.

9Ruppenthal, Lgogistica! Support, I, op. cit., pp. 296-297.
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Although the original plan called for Cherbourg to be taken by

D48, June 14, it was not in Allied hands until June 26. Anticipated

destruction had been accomplished by the retreA. ng Germans. Damage

was so extensive that port operations did not begin until July 16.11

The original plan called for port rehabilitation to be accomplished in

tlhree days with operations beginning shortly thereafter. However, the

last major area of the port was not opened until October 8 and all

planned facilities in that area were not completed until December 15.12

The impact of these delays is seen in the cargo handling sta-

tistics. Cherbourg was to be operational, though at a reduced capacity,

by the end of June. Planners estimated that 34,000 tons would be

discharged by the end of June. But at the end of June the port lay in

ruins. By July 25 it was expected that the capacity would have

reached 150,000 tons, but by this date only 18,000 tons had been

handled .13

There were also delays in the initial operations on the continent.

To maintain momentum combat troops were landed ahead of schedule. Arrival

of service units was then delayed. Additional combat forces had to be

maintained with fewer service units. Slow forward progress created a

storage space shortage for the huge quantities of supplies needed for

future operations. Maneuver room for combat elements was limited and

overall security was threatened by the shallow depth of the beachhead.

lOEisenhower, Report, op. cit., pp. 6, 32.

nlRuppenthal, Logistical Support, II, cit. , p. 72.

Ibid., p. 78.

1 3 Ruppenthal, Logistical_ Sport, I, p. cit,, p. 464.
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it was essential that the lodgement area be expanded; however, if the

expansion covered too large an area or proceeded too rapidly, service

unit capability could be overextended.
1 4

When the breakout from the lodgement finally occurred, the problem

of overextension was aggravated. Armor spearheads outdistanced their

logistical support and aircraft had to be diverted from other commit- I

ments to airlift supplies to forward supply points.15 Diverting aircraft

from previous commitments was not a long-term solution to the growing A

supply dilemma.

Performance of the British 21 Army Group was typical of the

rapidly advancing forces all along the front during late August and

early September. On August 25 elements of the Second British Army

crossed the Seine River. The Second Canadian Corps made crossings the

following day. Elements of 21 Army Group captured Antwerp on September j
4. At this time the British forward units were approximately 400

16miles from their source of supplies in Normandy.

The British advance covered 195 miles in one four-day period.

The Germans were unable to stop the advance; nor were they able to

prepare Antwerp for destruction. Consequently the Germans hastily

vacated the city leaving it intact.17 Mounting Allied supply problems

Martin Blumenson, Breakout and Pursuit, "U. S. Army in World
War II (Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1969), pp. 4-5.

15Eisenhower, R2o.pp i, pp. 48-49.

16Field Marshal The Viscount Montgomery of Alamein, "Operations

in North-West Europe From 6th June, 1944, to 5th May, 1945," The London
Gazette, September 3, 1946, Supplement, pp. 4442-4443. (Hereafter
referred to as The London Gazette, l .)

1 7 Eisonhower, Crusade in Europe, , pp. 303-304.
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were sudderay reduced. As soon as the port cotd be brought into

operation port capacity would no longer be a constant determinant in

the course of the tactical battle.

DESCRIPTION

Antwerp is located on the Scheld: Rver about 50 miles from the

North Sea. It is cornevt/d to the interior of Belgium by a system of

roads, railroads and canals. Antwerp is one of the world's great ports

ranking with Rotterdam, Hamburg, and New York. The potential of

Antwerp dwarfed the capacity of the other facilities available to the

Allies. Logistics planners based their initial calculations on an

import of 40,000 tons per day limited only by clearance capabilities4 
18

This figure can be compared with 28,000 tons for Cherbourg after

oxtensive alteration ar new construction.19

The Schelde River was over 500 yards wide at Antwerp; this

permitted easy manouvering of the largest ships. The port offered over

29 miles of quays, all of which were useable even at low tide. Harbor

equipment included 600 hydraulic and electric cranes, numerous floating

cranes, loading bridges, and floating grain elevators.
20

Antwerp's storage facilities included 900 warehouses, a million-

bushel capacity granary, and 750,000 cubic feet of cold storage.

Petroleum storage totaled 124,000,000 gallons in 498 storage tanks.

These could be filled directly from tanker berths.a2

18Ruppenthal, Logistical Suport, 11, op. cit., p. 111.

19toid., p. 77. 20Ibid., p. 104.

211bid.
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Over 500 miles of railway blanketed the Antwerp area. This

network was tied to the Belgian transportation network consisting of

3,250 miles of railways and 1,370 miles of navigable waterways.

Additionally a large quantity of railroad rolling stock was immediately

available in the port area.22

Here was a port more than 300 miles closer than Cherbourg to

the forward elements of U. S. forces in the north. Motor transport

requirements then existing could be greatly reduced. Operations through

the port of Cherbourg could only support 21 divisions, six of which

had to be supplied by motor transport. Through Antwerp 54 divisions

could be supported by rail. In other words the effort required to

support a division from Cherbourg was almost three times as great as

the effort required to supply that same division from Antwerp. 2 3

Destruction by the Germans of other ports captured to this time

was suddenly negated. Antwerp could handle more cargo in one day than

both the artificial port on the beaches of Normandy and Cherbourg

* 3 combined. The destruction of the American artificial harbor in June

became insignificant. The unanticipated delay in opening Cherbourg and
the associated logistic complications would soon be overcome.

German opposition was not ended, however, and it was two months

before the first ship could enter Antwerp. The Germans realized the

significance of Antwerp to the Allied operations and turned to a

defense of the river approach to the city and aerial bombardment to

deny the usefulness of this important logistics keystone.

2 2Ibid., p. I01-I05. 231bid., p. 49.
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GERMAN REACTION

German forces continued to hold the north bank of the Schelde

River after the Allies captured Antwerp. At the mouth of the Schelde

River t:here is a large island which was also occupied by the Germans.

Before the port of Antwerp could be used the approaches had

to be cleared. This task conflicted with the overall mission of under-

taking "operations aimed at the heart of Germany" as delineated .A the

directive for OVERLORD. However, operations aimed at the heart of

Germany could not be conducted without the additional logistical support

pronised by the early opening of Antwerp. In the words of General

Bradley written on September 21, 1944, "..... all plans for futura opera-

tions always led back to the fact that in order to supply an operation

of any size beyond the Rhine, the port of Antwerp is essential.124

Accordingly the Supreme Commande, directed the British to

establish bridgeheads over the Rhine but not to go beyond that point

until Antwerp or Rotterdam could be opened. 25 This decision resulted

in 'Koeration Market-Garden' designed to secure the bridgeheads and flank

the Siegfried Line on the north before the retreating Germans could

consolidate their defense. Since sufficient forces were not available

to conduct both operations simultaneously, clearance of the approaches

to Antwerp could not begin before late October.2 6

24Eisenhower, Crusade in Europe, op. cit., p. 321, based on

personal correspondence between General Omar Bradley and General
Eisenhower dated September 21, 1944,

25Montgomery, The London Gazette, Suplement, op. cit., p. 4443.

26tisenhower, Crusade in Europe, op. cit., pp. 326-327.
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The task of clearing the north bank of the Schelde fell to the

Canadian Army. A joint effort by the Canadians and an amphibious

operation by the British reduced the German defenses in South Beveland,

a narrow peninsula extending from Antwerp westward toward Walcheren

Island. The fighting was particularly difficult as the terrain required

fighting in waist-deep water. 2 7

After securing South Beveland an Amphibious assault was made

on Walcheren Island. Three simultaneous landings were made: one on the

east coast, one on the south coast and one on the west coast. Naval

bombardment was made difficult by the shallow water surrounding the

island. Also the landings were heavily opposed. The air forces

contributed by blasting the dikes and submerging large portions of the

island. Enemy resistance ceased on November 9 under the preosure of

the three-pronged assaults. 2 8

Land approaches to Antwerp were now cleared. The last task

prior to opening the port was to clear the Schelde River. The Germans

had heavily mined the river with their usual thoroughness. The Navy

finished the mine sweeping operations on November 26. On November 28,

1944, the first ship docked, 2 9

However, the Germans ,were not entirely subdued. At about the

same time that the Canadians began operations to clear the land

approaches west of Antwerp the Germans commenced attacking the port

area with the V-1 and V-2 weapons. 3 0

2 7 Eisenhowr, RR__ t, op. cit., pp. 68-69.

I8 bid.

o.Ruppenthal, Lojlsgca Wylrt, op p. .10.
30isenhomr, Crusade in E op . cit., p. 328.
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V-1 attacks against Antwerp continued until March 30, 1945.

Four thousand eight hundred V-I' s were flown against the city. Of

these over 2,700 presented a threat to the port complex. Less than 10

per cent landed in the defended area.31  These results will be examined

in detail in subsequent chapters.

The Luftwaffe never seriously threatened the port of Antwerp

after the Allied occupation in September 1944. German aircraft activities

over the Antwerp defenses were sporadic and inconsequential.

The Ardennes counterattack, considered by many a last major

German offensive in World War II, was oriented on Antwerp. The

apparent overall objectives of the Ardennes offensive were to split the

Allied arides apart and then to defeat the 21 Army Group before the

Americans could react, 2  Speculation of the consequences of German

success is unlimited. The significance of the Ardennes offensive to

the antiaircraft artillery defense of Antwerp will be brought out in j
later discussion.

With the capture of Antwerp the Allies acquired a logistics key

to "...operations aimed at the heart of Germany....,' After the fall

of Antwerp difficulties encountered during the initial operation on

the continent seemed less significant to future plans. Once German

ground operations ceased threatening port operation, attention was

31headquarters IX Air Defense Comiand, Historical and Sta-
tistical Summary, 1 January 194I-! June 1945, p.32. (Hereafter
referred to as IX AD S rI.) (USACGSC Archives)

32Hugh M. Cole, The Ardennes: Battle of the Bulge, "U. S.
Arm in World War II" (Washington: US Government Printing Office, 1965),
p. 17.
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focused onJ the defense Of this vita]l facility against the V-1 missile.
The following chapter describes the Antwerp defense from its conception

until the and of its usefulness.



CHAPTER III

THE DEFENSE

Early in October 1944 Allied intelligence discovered German

movements and preparations indicating that a V-I attack was to be

directed at the cities of Brussels and Antwerp. Both cities were

located in the British zone of responsibility thereby putting the

task for their defense on the 21 Army Group. By this time the V-I was

well known from experience in England. Thus taking advantage of recent

experiences in Great Britain and recognizing the successes achieved by

antiaircraft, antiaircraft units were employed as the primary defense

of Antwerp. 1  As the 21 ArMy Group had limited available resources it

immediately requested assignment of U. S. antiaircraft units to assist

in the defense. British plans called for the U. S. units to assume

responsibility for Antwerp while British forces defended Brussels.
2

DEFENSE PHASES AND UNIT DEPLOYMENTS

Advanced elements of the 30th AA Group arrived in Antwerp

on October 22, i944. Three gun battalions assigned to the Group at

that time closed in the Antwerp area by October 25. The U. S. units

1 United States Arry Air Defense School, Air Defense, An
Historical Analsis (Ft. Bliss, Texas: U. S. Army Air Defense School,
June 1965), 11, p. 14?.

2 Headquarters Antwerp X, Report No. l, 14 December 1944, pp. 1-2.
(Hereafter referred to as Antwerp X, Rt.1.) (USACGSC Archives)

33
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Joined two regiments of the British 80 AA Brigade that were already

providing defense. A British searchlight regiment minus two batteries

was also present. 3

"Antwerp X was the official designation of the command given

the mission to prevent the fall of V-I's within the specified vital

area. To accomplish the mission the 21 ArMy Group planners estab-

lished a requirement of twelve gun battalions and six automatic

weapons battalions. 5

During the initial period of defense from October 24 until

November 22, 1944, the vital area or defended area was carefully defined

as that area inside a line connecting a series of map coordinates. At

the end of this first phase the area was redefined as that within a

circle with a radius measuring 7,000 yards which was centered over the

dock area.6 These areas are diagramed on Figure 3.

An analysis of the defense is best examined in phases correlated

with major changes in the directions of attack used by the Germans.

Phase I is associated with attacks which originated from the southeast.

Phase II concerns the period when attacks approached from the northeast.

Additional attacks against Anterp came from the north. This period

is Phase III of the operation.

3 1bid., p. 5.

4Headquarters Antwerp X, Report No. 2 A, 6 December 1944, pp.
2-3. (Hereafter referred to as Antwerp XIRRt 2A.) (USACGSC Archives)

5Antwerp X, Rpt. 1, 2 p. 3.
6Antwerp X, o. cit., p. 3.

o.
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Phase I began on October 24, 1944, when the first V-i was

launched against Antwerp.8  The expected approach azimuth was 90 degrees

and units were deployed accordingly. As the situation developed the

mean azimuth of the early attacks was found to be approximately 130

degrees. Then the mean azimuth changed slowly toward the north and

on December 15, 1944, it was 115 degrees. The launch areas for these

attacks are depicted on Figure 4.

U. S. units were assigned to the command and on December 15 a

total of 12 gun battalions and 3 automatic weapons battalions were

operational in the defense. A British searchlight unit was assigned

and remained throughout the various defensive phases. The deployment

of these units is shown in Figurm 5.

Phase II lasted from December 15, 1944, until January 27, 1945.31

Activity increased from the northeast and decreased from the southeast

during this time. Units were reassigned as this trend developed. Cor-

plications resulted from the demands for units to counter the Ardennes

offensive, and British units were' deployed in the defense to compensate

for the loss of U. S. units redeployed to bolster front line antitank

*1 defenses. Deployments effective January 27, 1945, are shown in Figure 6.

The origin of the northeast attacks is seen in Figure 4.

8 United States Army Air Defense School, loc. cit.

9Antwerp X, Rpt. 1, o , Part Two, pp. 1-2.

10Headquarters Antwerp X, Report No. 2 B, 14 December 1944,
p. 1. (Hereafter referred to as Antwerp X, 2.) (USACGSC Archives)

l lHeadquarters Antwerp X, e ,rt No. 2 C, 22 December 1944,
p. 1. (Hereafter referred to as Antwerp X, . .) (USACGSC Archives)
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12 Helfers, op. cit., Map 2, pp. 40-43.
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Phase III began on January 28, 1945, and lasted until March 30,

1945, when the last V-1 was detected approaching Antwerp. 1 5 This

period was characterized by additional attacks from the north. The

range from the launch sites to the defended area was relatively short

is shown in Figure 4. This resulted in decreased reaction time for

the defense and improved accuracy of the V-I' s. The :-hort range of

these attacks permitted the V-Its to fly at lower altitudes. Soon

more units were made available for assignment to Antwerp X. The

deployment on the last day of active defense is depicted in Figure 7.

Throughout these phases command, control and communication were

in a constant state of flux. Complete integration of U. S. and British

units was essential to accomplish the mission. While the defense was

accomplished with antiaircraft units, Air Force elements contributed

by providing early warning information.

ORGANIZATIONS

The smallest tactical units in the U. S. organizational structure

were batteries of four towed 90mm guns as their primary armament. 1 6

The guns were powered by portable generator sets which also powered the

fire control equipment. Fire control equipment included a gun-laying

radar (SCR-58 4 ) which determined present target position data. The

radar was electrically connected to a director (M-9) which is an

15Headquarters. IX AU," Defense Command, Historical and Statistical
Sum&''y 1jamur _94 ue1945, p . (reafter referred to as

f Ix ADC6, & - (USACGSC Arcives)

',Lt. .oi. Alvin M. Cibula, Antiaircraft Command and Center

Study No. 269 Historical Section ArVa Ground Forces, 1946, P. 77.
(USACGSC Archives)
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electrical computer used to determine lead angle, quadrant elevation and

fuie setting from the present position data.1 8  Lead angle is the corn-

pensation in the horizontal plane for the expected change in target

location during the time the projectile is traveling to the target.

Quadrant elevation is the angular aiming adjustment necessary to account

for target altitude and to correct for the effects of gravity on a

projectile. Figure 8 depiots lead angle and quadrant elevation relative

to target present position. Fuze setting is the time setting placed on

a projectile fuze. When the projectile is fired and has traveled for

the preset time the fuze will detonate the projectile. In case of

failure of the radar a stereoscopic height finder was included in each

battery. It could provide target altitude or range which could be

provided to the director for conversion into firing data. Information

from the director was sent electrically to the guns.
19

The next higher organization was the battalion which consisted

of four gun batteries. Two types of gun battalions, mobile and semi-

mobile, were employed in the Ant-werp defense.20 The mobile battalions

were authorized more personnel and equipment than the semi-mobile

battalions to provide for a higher degree of mobility. This was the

only distinguishing feature between the two kinds of battalions. One

radar set identical to the firing battery radars was provided for each

U;lS ar Department, FM 4-121 Fire Control, Guns (Wasington:! U. S. Government Printing office, 1943)9 pp 2-14.- (Hereafter referred

to as F 4-121.)
X :1id 20Anwr ________

i A e X, Rpt. 2 A, op. cit., p. 2.

21Cibula, c
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battalion. 2 2 This radar proved invaluable in meeting the operational

demands of the Antwerp defense. 2 3 The use of the battalion radar will

be discussed in the succeeding chapter.

The other U. S. firing units employed in the Antwerp defense

were automatic weapons (AW) units. These units were also of the mobile

and semi-mobile types. The primary armament for these units was eight

40mm guns and eight .50 caliber machine guns. Each 40mm gun had an

associated director similar to the director for the 90= guns. The

director was connected electrically to the gun. As the operator at

the director tracked the target optically the gun was automatically

positioned in azimuth and elevation for firing. Each gun had integral

sighting devices to allow direct fire if the director became inopera-

tive. 2 5 Each battery had one spare director.26 The .50 caliber machine

guns were aimed optically by the gunner with on-carriage sights.

22War Department, T/0 & E 4-I6;_ Headquarters and Headquarters
Battery, Anti-Aircraft Artillery Gun Batttlion. Semimobile (Washington:
U. S. Government Printing Office, _194-T9 p. 1.4.

2 3Headquarters Antwerp X, Notes on AAA Radar Operation PAC

Defense, 13 January 1945, p. 3. (USACGSC Arcives)-

2War Department, T/O & E 44-27: Antiaircraft Artiller Auto-
matic Weapons Batter., Mobile (Washington: U. S. Government Printing
Office, 1944), p. 3; see also War Department, T/O & E 44-127: Anti-
aircraft Artilery Automatic Weapons Battery, Semimobile (Washington:
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1944), p.3.- (Hereafter referred to
as War Department, T/O & E 44-27 and War Department, TO & E 44-127 f
respectively.)

25Wrar Department, F14 4-102s Fploment of Antiaircraft Automatic
Weapons (Washington: U. S. Government Printang Office, 1943), p. 12.
(Hereafter referred to as War Department, P 4-102.)

26War Department, TC & E 44-2, P . , p. 7; see also War
Department, T/O & E 44-127, ;;j,.ct . p. 7.
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The automatic weapons battalion had four organic firing

batteries and a headquarters and headquarters battery. 2 7 As with the

90m battalion this organization was for command and tactical control.

The British units employed from time to time in the Antwerp

defense were organized differently and had other designations. The

basic heavy AA unit was the 3.7 inch gun battery of two troops with four
ii guns in each troop. 2  Each troop had one radar (when possible the

U. S. SCR-584) with a spare assigned to each regiment. The U. S. SCR-

584 radar with the associated M-9 director was superior to British

equipment and efforts were made to equip all antiaircraft units with

the U. S. equipment.29

The regiment was the counterpart of the U. S. battalion. A

British heavy anti-aircraft regiment had three organic batteries giving

a total of 24 guns per regiment. This compares with 16 guns in a U. S.

90mm gun battalion. 3 0

The British counterpart of the U. S. automatic weapons battalion

was the light anti-aircraft regiment of three firing batteries. Each

battery was organized with three troops of six 40mm guns. 31  This

organization provided 54 40mm guns per regiment as compared with 64

weapons for a U. S. automatic weapons battalion, half of which were 40mm

guns and half .50 caliber machine guns.

27War Department, FM 4-102, o. cit., p. 3.

28Major L. F. Ellis, The Battle of Norman, Vol. I, ctor
in the West (London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 196,), p. 538.

29United States Army Air Defense School, pp. cit., p. 100.

3 0Ealis, b,. cit.



The next level of command in the British structure was the

brigade. This consisted of two or more heavy and three or more light

anti-aircraft regiments. 3 2  The brigade was the highest level of I
British antiaircraft organization employed at Antwerp. The U. S.

equivalent of the British brigade was the group with the next higher

U. S. echelon being the brigade. At times there were up to four U. S.

groups and two U. S. brigades employed at Antwerp. 33 Figure 9 shows

the typical U. S. antiaircraft organization and Figure 10 shows the

typical British organizational structure.

While the U. S. and British organizations were somewhat different,

the equipment used by both countries was essentially the same. Both

used American SCR-584 radars and M-9 directors. The 40mm Bofors gun Ii
was used by U. S. automatic weapons units and British light anti-

aircraft batteries. 3  The heavy gun units used different guns but the

characteristics of both were very similar.

EUIPMENT

The most numerous weapon in Antwerp's defense was the U. S.

90m gun. No unanimous opinion is revealed as to which country had the

best heavy antiaircraft artillery, but in most discussions the 90mm

gun ranics at the top of the list or very near the top. The 90mm gun

was accepted by the U. S. Arzr in 1940. Within two years they were being

manufactured at the rate of 2,000 units per month. 3 5

3 2 bid, p.37. 33Antwerp X, &t. 2 A, a. cit., pp. 1.2.

3%ohn Kirk and Robert young, Jr., Great Weapons of World War II
(New York: Walker a-d Co., 1961), p. 256.

351bid,, p. 260.
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in Sweaon during the early 20's. The gun with its mount was very mobile

as it only weighed 5,800 pounds. The 401s Mfors were clip fed and they

fired automatically with a cyclic rate )f 120 roauds per minute. Its

- range was 5,000 yards limited by the self-destruct feature of the

tracer ammunition.

The .50 caliber machine guns were effective to a slant range of

500 yards. Each gun could be fired in short bursts at a cyclic rate of

600 rounds per minute. With four guns on a single mount a large

volume of fire was possible. These guns were particularly effective

against low-flying aircraft but were ineffective against the V-l's

which normally approached the defense at altitudes above their maximum

range.

The 40mm guns used point detonating ammunition and the .50

caliber machine guns used standard ball ammunition. The 90mm and 3.7

inch guns in Antworp' s defense initially used high explosive ammunition

Kwith a mechanical time fuze. These fazes had to be sot prior to firing

to detonate the projectile after a procalculated time of flight.

Projectile flight time varied in accordance with muzzle velocity,

temperature variations, and inaccurate determination of target altitude

which caused premature or late bursts. To reduce the inaccuracies

associated with the mechanical time fuze a radio proximity fuze was

40United Statas Arqr Air Defense School, Z. cit., p. 33; see
Jalso Kirk and Young, M. cit., pp. 256-259; se also Nelvin N. Johnson

and Charles T. Haven, Automatic Wea ons of the World (Now York:
William Morrow and Company, 1945),-pp. -3M28 - "

4lWar Departmont, F14 4-102, PX, cit., p. 13.
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developed and put into use in Antwerp's defense in January 1945.42 This

fNu incorporated a small radio transmitter v- r --- - oiirsous

signal. When the signal was reflected from the target at the correct

amplitude and frequency, the fuze caused the projoctile to detonate.

If the projectile missed the targKt by a wide margin, it would continue

on a ballistic trajectory for a fixod time and then self-deotruct. 43

Theseo fues were an important factor in the success of the Antwerp

defense.

The primar) radar used in the Antwerp defense was the SCR-534.

The unit was completely mobile and could be placed in operation within

15 minutes. The radar was capable of detecting a target at 70,000 yards

slant range. Terrain characteristics could limit the range of the radar.

Searching was accomplished either autmatically or manually. Automatic

azimuth and elevation tracking was possible out to 32,000 yards. Range

tracking was manual. At 28,000 yards the radar could furnish accurate

present position data.4 This inforuation was then sent to the gun

director where it was converted into pointing data for the guns.

The M-9 director electronically predicted future target location

based on the present position data furishead by the radar. The predicted

location was predicated on the assumption that the targot would continue

on its present course. This location was the basis for computation of

firing azinuth, quadrant elevation and fuse setting data which was

4 2Headquartors Antwerp X, fo . 2 G. 1 February 1945, p. 5.

43 Barnes, op. cit., pp. 85"88.

'Departmnt of the Army Field Manual, FM 44 -4, Service of Radio
Set SCR-584 (Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 19149),. pp. 3-7.
(Hereafter referred to as DA, FQ4 .)
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electrically transmtted to the gms. Integral optical devices could

furnish target azimuth and angular elevation present position data if

the radar was non-operative. With this me* of operation a stereoscopic

height ftnder was used to determine target range.45 The latter was

unreliable in foul weather.

EA1Y WARKM

Maxim effectiveness of this equipient could only be realized

with timely early warning informton on approaching V-i's. Their

high speed and low altitude limited the engagement time for a fire

unit thereby limiting the total number of rounds that could be fired

at any particular target. An extensive network of personnel and conid-

cations provided early warning of the approach of V-i's to the fire

units.

The heart of this system was the Antiaircraft Operations Room

(AAOR). It acted as the focal point of incoming early waring informa-

tion. During the peak deployment of units defending Antwerp there were

two such rooms which were operated by the two brigades ocmanding the

fire units. 
6

The AAOR could be set up in an existing building or could be

established in a tent or other temporary shelter. To aoomoplish the

mission of Antwerp X equippent known as the AN/TTQ-1 (Transportable

a5War Department, FM 4-121, 2 ,&' pp. 8-16; see also DA,
PH 44-449 cij ' 4&2*

68eadquarters Antwerp X, Orxansation and Operation,
Antwerp X, 8 JaMary 1945, p. 1. (USWAWC .eal . ..
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Filter and Operations Roan Unit Assembly) was issued. '", AN/TTQ-1

consisted of a lane sei-trailer outfitted with tables, chairs, plot-

ting board and assorted commza tion equipment. This trailer was

specifically designed to conduct operations normaly executed in the

AAOR.

The ALOR crew included one officer and six or sore enlisted sen.

The n usber of enlisted n varied with the umber of early waring

sources, 4 The es duties were to receive the early warning informa-

tion, interpret the situation, sort and correlate the overlapping data.

Next they l3roadcast the information to the adjacent AM£l or to the

units that could take tactical action.

Air Force cimmnds operating in the area ostblished Sector Area

Operations Roams whih genrated early warning information. Same of this

was furnished to the A tORts by tAepbone and radio. Other early warning

sources included BItish operated surveillance radars and ground observers.

Eight radars were located in a belt appraimately 0 miles in front of

the gan defense in Janury 1945, British grond observers were located

about 50 miles in front of the guns with a mission of identifying objects.

A secondary network of U. S. observers positioned themselves 15 miles

ahead of the gun sites. They commicated directly to the fire units

but were also monitored by the AAOlt 48

The two AMO' s were connected by wire mWd radio links with ,ne

of the two acting as the central operations facility. The aentral

operations facility in turn disseminated information to tho fire units.

:ho

._7aid, pp. 1.2. 4", pp. 4-5, Annex B.

'A
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This arrangemnt allomed m3eoun centralised control insuring that

each incoming V-i would be engtged. This plan also facilitated trans-

mission of data from the Antwerp defense to the adjacent Brussels

defense without duplication." A schematic representation of the overall

system is shown in Figure Us

From October 1944 to March 30 1945 the defense copleted its

mission. Of the 4,883 V-I's detected b the Antuerp defense only 4.5

per cent fell within the de.gnated vital area.30 This is an out-

standing attrition rate and indicates the effectiveness of the orgardsa-

tion, tactics, weaponry and manpover used in the port s defense.

F7X.d.. pp 2*50IX ADC, VM g , p. 32.
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CHAPTE IV

ISLTS AND ANASIS

Air defse ngagement functions include: the dateotion of

potential thre*.t objocts, the identification of those objects, the

interception of the hostIle objetse and the destiiotion of the hostile

objects. 1  The po~eat perforw 4e of each of these tanks is the goal

of every defense in active warfare. These operations apply to the

defense of Antwerp.

DSTSCTION

The first engagmont function to conidor is detection. Other

engagement functions cannot be accomplished without detection. The

Antwerp defense relied on radar and ground observers to detect V-1

missiles.

One method of assessing the offeetiveness of the detection

function is to compare the muber of threat objects launched with the

number acknowledged by the defense. An after action report of the

German organization responsible for V-1 operations shows a total of

8,696 V-1's launched toward Antwerp frm Hollaro and Germzy. The same

report shows that 1,000 V-l's "orashed." 2 The source does not, however,

iSupra, p. I.
2Corps s. V., A te on i o- 8 Apreil 19435, cited by LTC

M. C. Heifers,hn -at of V-theA ,s by the Germans DIng World
War 11 (Waubington: Departiment of the Aa'vr, Office of the Chief of
MIlitary History, n. d.N, pp. 91-92.

56
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define the criteria used to categorize a missile as crashed. Probably

trdz category included those missiles that the launch crows saw fall

to the ground or explode within sight of the launching facility. The

number of V-I's that strayed off course or crashed out of sight of the

launching crew and those missiles that did not came witbin range of

the defensive early wrning radars is unknown. Hereafter it wil be

assui*d that all V-i'. aimed at Antwerp and not listed as crashed actually

came within range of the defense's mrveillance means. Accordingly it

is assumed that 7,68? V-l's approached Anterp.

The final eps.eaions report of Antwerp X shove 4,883 V-i's

"launched. " 3 The probable source of the Antwerp X figure was the number

of radar tracks recorded throughut the duration of the defense. This

would equte to the total nomber of V-i's detected. Thus only 63 per

cent of the total nmtr of missiles lancewd were detected if the fore-

going assumptions are correct.

This implies that 3? per cent of the V-'s launched went un-

detected. While this ma have been the case, it does not prove that the

detection system of the defense was unsuecesaftl. The fact that the

Germans launched a V-i towud Antwerp does not mean that the missile

ever bec;e a threat to the vital area.

The only known source of inforation relative to the number of

vital area threate, is from the Antwerp X after action reports. Wile

the reports do not expand on their source, they probably came from

records of the subordinate units and the ALOR's. Thus this data would

reflect the number of V-i' s detected by the surveillanoo means of the

3Headquarters Antewp X Forward, rt No, 2 J. 1 May 1945,
p. 3. (Hereafter referred to as Antwerp (UA SC Archives)

I-
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defense and would therefore indicate a 100 per cent effectiveness f or

the function of detection. The muber of vital area threat V-i's that

actually went undetected will probably never be known.

The mission of the defense wax to prevent the fal of V-i's

within a specified vital area.4 Another approach to analyzing the

effectiveness of the detection function is to examine the reasons for

failure to perforn this mission. The number of undetected V-i's that

fell within the vital area will ohom the ineffectiveness of the detection

function.

The after action reports show that 211 V-i' s fell within the

vital area.5 These rep-ent the failure to perform the specified

mission. A breakout of these 211 shows that two passed over the defense

at an altitude above the upper limit placed on the guns to protect

friendly aircraft. To determine these circumstances the defense had to

detect the two V-l'a. An additional 1? of the 211 are listed as

"Detected but loot in flack or rain clutter, or, friendly plane in the

field of fire. 6  Tbirty-six are categorised as initial targets from a

new direction. These apparently went unengaged, but the fact that they

are known to have eame from a now direction indicates that they were

detected. Finally 156 V-l's are shown as having passed through the

defenses.7 Another source states that these 156 were engaged by

4Sprest P. 32.
5Antwerp X, ad. 2 g, @t., Annex A.
6 Hsadquarters Antwerp 1, he ;tm of ktwer X (50 AAA Brigade,

U. S. Ar), pages unnumbered. (U C TSLibrary)

7ZLbd.
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fire. 8 &niAgement by fire pre supposes detection.

Tiais analysis demands a conclusion that none of the missiles

that landad in the vital area were tnW result of a failure to detect

the threat. V-i' a wbich posed a threat to the defense may have gone

undetected but they either fell1 short of the vital area or passed over

:,t and therefore did not contribute to the Inability of the defense to

perform its mission,

The V-i was a difficult radar target. The rated range of the

SCR-584 against aircraft was 70,000 yards. 9 The SCRt-58~4 radars in the

Antwerp defoase were eaplaced with a maxium mask of 20 mils wherever

possible. Taking into consideration the earth' a curvature and a 20 mil

radar mask, a target approaching at 3,000 feet altitude would clear the

horizon at approximately 45,000 yads.10 The shorter detection range

is attributed to the small pI'4sical size of the V-1 and the corresponding

small radar return. Additionally at low operating altitudes where the

V-1 operated radar ground clutter was significant. Unless ideal condi.-

tions prevailed and all precautionary measures were exercised, a V-1

could come within radar range and never be detected.1

8Captain A. R. Dellaerr Jr., "Anitwerp V1" Coast Artillery
Journal, IXXVLI (September-0ctober, 1945), pp. 2-7.

9Headquarters Antwerp X, :;,otes on AAA Radar Operation EC
Defense, 13 January 1945, p. 1.; see also Hesadquarters Antwerp X,
22erations Mesmoranduam No. 8, 17 November 1944, pp. 1-2j. Inclosure 1.
(USACGSC Archives)

l 0 Lamont V. Make, Rdio RvAQJRn*-H1ei ht-&le Charts
(Washington: Naval ResearoFUNoratory, 197) P.5

ll~adqw-trsAntwerp X. Notes on AW Radar Oeration ?AC
Defense, oR. cit, pp.* 1-2.

i -,



The constant juggling of units within the defense also contribu'.ea

adversely to detection. Until the defense along an avenue of approach was

perfected, detection capability was not at its optimum. When the north-

east attacks began 18 hours lapsed before fire units were in position to

assist in detecting approaching V-i's. During this time ground observer

efforts were negated by ground fog that blanketed the area 24 hours a

day.1 2 Initially detection of V-i threats from the new direction was

accomplished solely by the British early warning radars reporting to the

AAOR.

Personnel fatigue also affected all facets of the defense. This

problem was recognized in the radar vans and crew members were shifted

around to various manning positions every thirty miutes during routine

search periods.
1 3

Daring the Ardennes offensive units were taken from the Antwerp

defense to reinforce the front-line units. The Antwerp defense was

reorganized as quickly as possible. However, the withdrawal of units

adversely effected the detection capability of the defense. This action

further complicated the problems arising from the developing northeast

attacks. At the outset of the northern attacks there was a similar reduc-

tion in detection capability. D' ction was compounded by an insufficient

1 2 Headquarters Antwerp X, Report No. 2 C, 22 December 1944,
pp. 1-2. (USACGSC Archives)

1 3 Readquarters Antwerp X, Notes on "A Rada-r Oeration PAC
Defense, loc. cit.

14Antwerp X, RpI. 2 C, op. cit., p. 2-3.
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quantity of ground obsorier:, positioned to provide information on

approaching V-1's. 1 5

The digb degree of proficiency in detection is attributable to

the following facts. Radar equipment was the newst type available.

Maintenance activities carried a high priority and maximum effort was

directed toward installation of applicable radar modifications. Judicious

siting of radars was also ehasised. 1 6 Mkoortance was placed on "radar

screening" to minimize the effects of ground clutter. The battalion's

spare radar was employed to pre-select radar locations. The spare also

filled in for battery radars turned off for required alntenas'=-017

Certain cheracteristics of the V-1 facilitated detection. Since

the azimtb of approach was relatively constant the radars could be

d~ireted to cover a sector on the mean average asimth of approach. Also

the approach altitude of the V.1' s was relatively fixed so the radars

could be concentrated on a narrow band in the vertical plane.

ID=TIFICATION

,e a threat has been detected the next function of the defense

is to identify the threat. During Antwerp's defense identificatinh was

probably the 3asiest of the four engagement tasks performed.

1 5 Headquarters Antwerp , ert N.g 2G, 1 Februa-7 1945, p. 3.

16 Headquarters Antvrp X, O atg#Erandum No. 2, 12 Novem-

bar 1944, p. 2; see also Headqcart-s Antwerp 1, 9r&tions Memorandum
No. 8, 17 November 1944, pp. 1-2; sea also Headquarters Antwerp X,
Ooeration3 Memor~n~um NO. 22, 2 Jam=7r 1945, pp. 1-2; a.A also Head-
quarters Antwerp X. N on AAA Radar Oergtion PAC-Defense, or.,2
pp. 1-U. (All U4.CSC Ar? vs). .

1 7 1l4adquarters Antwerp X, Note onAAA adar qgeration PAC
Defens3 o2.~~J ppl * -3.
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The basic problem to be solved to perform this function success-

fully was to establish the identity of unknown friendly objects and

unknown hostile objects. Incmrct identification coudd have resulted

in destruction of friendly aircraft or safe passage for hostile craft.

Available sm-rces do not reveal ar instances of engagement of

friendly aircraft. Wile this is not conclusive proof that all friendly

aircraft were properly identified, the oonsequances of misidentification,

if ary, were not notewort~q.

Of the 22l V-l's that landed in the vital area, the 156 that

were engaged but not destrored mer properly identified. .he speoific

reasons stated for the remaining 55 suggest that they were correotly

recognized but not engaged for reasons excluding incorreot identifiea.

tion.

The basic prablem is identif~ing friend or foo. The most

reliable method of deteMiiag friend fran foe is to make visual contact

with the threat object to establish its identity. This is the only

known positive means of determining identity. Ilectronic means can be

compromised or rendered useless by countermeasure techniques. Procedures

that restrict certain areas or altitudes to friendly aircraft rely upon

complete understanding of the limits of the restricted area by the

friendly pilots. Restrioted altitudes bave the same limitation. These

last two procedures also depend on the aircraft being in full operational

condition with its instrweents functioning preper y.

Visual identification also haa inherent restrictions. Its

effectiveness depends upon the observer's alertness and ability to

recognize hundreds of aircraft frcm marW observation angles. This

method is further lm4ited to fair wather. Clouds, hase, sewke. rain and
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snow limit observation. Glare emsod by sunshine can preclude positive

identification. Unless artificial light is available darkness limits

the capability of an observer.

The mission of Antwerps' defense provides insight into reasons

for successful threat identification. The defense was charged with

preventing the ftal of Vo11s Atbin a relatively mall wol defined area.

Any object appcaebing on a course that would take it outside the

defended area could be ignored. fths the umber of objects to be

identified was reduced.

The mission initially excluded defense against aircraft. Air-

craft engagement was permitted after Deember 27, 1 944, only if the V-I

mission remained prisy.2 8 The defence tberefore was able to concen-

trate on destroyring one type of target thereby uisi4iy'ng identification.

The V-1 was uller than am friendly aircraft operating in the

area. Furthermore the wingspan of tWe V-1 was shorter than that of a

German aircraft operating over Antwerp. Its overall length was shorter

than all German planes except the MI-163B roaket propelled interoptor. 1 9

This latter aircraft had a lited combat range, therefore, it is

doubtful that arn of them ever flew near Antverp.

The side view of the V-1 offered readily identifiable features.

The pulse jet "stove pipe" extended rearward beyond the tail assembly.

It appeared like a seond fuselage smaller in diameter than the main body

and about half as long riding "piggy-back" on the basic missile. The

1 8 Headquarters Antwerp X. Reort No. 2 D, 29 December 1944,

p. 2. (USACGSC Arohives)

19Lonr &-idgman (ed. sane) s All the World's Arcraft 19L5
(New York: Macmillan Co., 1946). pp. 7ca8c# 97a-149o, 197c-31.5c.
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hot burning exhaust #ass spend from the rear of the jet ongine leaving

a bright streak visible for lon distances during hours of darkness.

Then too, the ongins had a characteristic sound described as ,...the

sound of a very powerful outboard motor cruisirn at half throttle." 2 0

The V-i's flight pattern provided another clue to its identity.

its average speed placed it in & category with the fastest fighter

aircraft. Unlike t aircraft the susile followed a fixed heading

at a constant altitue. An object approaching the defense from the

direction of know launhig sites was imediately suspected. The V-i

threats came from a lUsdtod umber of directions as the number of

launching sites was lnited. An object approahing the defense at an

altitude between 1,000 and 5,000 feet was equaly suspected.

The radar return from a V-i presented a characteristic "pip"

on the indicator socpes. The SCR- B4 radar incorporated the electronic

Identification Frend or o (I7) equipment, RC-184. 22  Basically the

ground portion of the W system transtted a coded chllenge signal

toward an unkrnom object. If the unknoma object had eosqatible

electronic gear it would automatically transt a coded repo- signal

to the ground equipment. The equipment then processed the reply and

gave a trace on the radar scope indicating a friendly target. Wile the

20adquarr Ant.rp X, at No. 1, 14 Decmbor 1944, Annex
C. p. 1. (Hereafter referred to as twrp, R .) (USACSC Archives)

21Headqaarters AxntwewpX I, gtin Newr.MuuNo., 12
November 1944, p. 1. (UUCGSC AcWiT

2 2Dnpa-U t of the AM Field Manual, IM 44.0, service of

Radio §t SC 54 (Washington: U. S. 0ovrament Printing Office, 1949),
pp. 29-313; see also dquarte*rs IX Air Defense Cmnd, e Storical
and Statp . N 1 I S-vep. 3i (upperphotograph). WUSAC Arcahives) -
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system could be ceuntered with the correct type of eletraoc equipment,

the V-1 did not have such equipment. Thue when a V-1 was challenged

it could not send a reply. Ohle the abence of a reply was not posi-

tive identification, it increased sttscion related to that wimwn

threat.

Another identification aid utillsed but not unique to Mtwerp

was the u of Restrie Areas" and "$do Corridors." Certaiz

geographioal area us dated to friendly aircraft flying belm a

specified altitAd. 23 Targots oead be engaged Witbin these areas

without positive viMUI identification. Corridors e"r established to

permit sa e pasusge aeos these areas. Ndle some aircraft InadvertentlY

violated the restrieted area, the majority avoided them thereby

decreasing the ebr ot objects to be Identified.

I I I ON AND S!CIO

Interception begns when a decision is =ad to eNage a given

target. Terminatio of the intercept function and initiation of the

destruction function cannot be determined from the data available. The

end of the destruction function is clearly defined statitioalY by

the effect of the enagement on the target and therefore a meaningful

assssmtnt Of the co0 lned f untions is possible.

If a target was engaged and destroyed, both functions were

accomplished. There is an analvtAcal problem if the target in not

destroyed. The target ma have been intercepted but not destroyed.

Withoit interception ther cannot be dostraction. On the other hand

23AMtwop 1. SOLt 1, M 41 Paut Two, p. 2.
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if the target wa not inureeptd then the destction effectiveness is

not measureable, Ao dnj Ir, in this ana sis intercoption and

destruction vil be considered jointly as it is not practical to

separato them.

The percentage of V-i's destrored of the total numer engaged

provides a easure of the offectiveness of the defense in interception

and destruction. Over the entire period of active defense 2,523 vital

area threats were egaged. Of these 1,766 or 70 per cent wer dear(od.24

These results were s uben ompared to other defenses of that

Near the end of Wold lr II thr were two active defenses

employing equipsent sisdla to that used in xtwrp; these wore ths

defense of tLe airfeds on COidaw in the Paofio theater and the

defense of the Rhine liver bridges at Remagon. Both defenses were

against manned aircraft and achieved simlar results. The OIdnawa

defense destraed about 26 per cent of the aircraft attacdi instal-

lations within the defense. For the entire l ou)us area the defenses

took a tol of just over 30 per cent based on a total of almost 500

aircraft. 2 5 The Remgen bridgehead defense asohimeved an attrition rate

of 25 per cent based on a similar maber of aircraft attacking within

the defended area 26

24Antworp X, Mo 2,,102g

253General Hoadquarters, United States Army Forces, Pacific,
Antiaircraft Artillery Activities in the Pacific War, n.d., pp. 120,
127-12. (USACC Archives)

26&WyCatherize, Welborn,, eal Effectiveness of Frst S
Army A arorat - an Tactica A t~ (Washington: The Johns
Hopins University, Operations Research ice, 1950), p. 5.
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Again the charaoteristios of the V-1 were the most significant

factor in accounting for this h4gh perosatage of Inteepti and

destruction. There were a limited number of V-1 la h facilities and

the V-1 was practicW mal aromauverable. Antmrs fire ontrol and

weapons were oriented en three bade avemes of approh dioh permitted

a high volume of fle on eah incoming V-1 thuby inreading the

probability of destaetti.

The early warning assets of the defense wre also conoentrated

along the avemos of approach. The amount of early warning provided

to the fire units increased their capability to engap at muxmn

rangs. This olved units to fire a maximm v -br of rounds at an

incoming target. Crews were at their firing positions and eqvipmnt

was cheoked prior to engagement thereby impeasing the possibility of

accurate interception. Baing the initial phase of the defense eight

minutes of warning was provided on most of the approaching Vo1ts. 27

By the end of March 19 5 the detens was getting almost nine minutes

warndi on targets approaching from the Northeast, six mintes notice

on Southeast attacks, and four mintes warning for attacks approaching

from the North.2

This warning time was partmularly significant when the average

speed of the V-1 (350 mph average SCR-58 detection range (25,000

yards), and maxium gun range (12,000 yards), are considered. The V-1

traveled from the detection point to maxim gun range in about 1j

27 ntwerp , _ Rt, , o , Part Two, p. 1.

2Headquarters Antwerp X, Aggo No, 2 3 April 1945, pp. 4-5.
(Hereafter referred to as Antwerp 1, apt. 2 .) (USACGSI Archives)
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minutes. To engage at mazain range the gun crw had to fire prior

to the time the target roahed maxmum gun range. This requirement

left less than one mite of preparation tim.

The SCR3SB4 radar was capable of determirndg precise present

position data at al hours of the dq and night regardless of weather

conditions. When oupled with the relatively new Y.9 director, more

accurate predioted position data was determined than had been possible

with older radars and . eotors used earlier in the war. This equipment

performed at peak effslon against a target whdch did not maneuver in

altitude, speed or direction.

The 40m gun batteries relied oan optical devioes to determine

target present position data. The line course of the V-1 permitted

accurate determiAtion of present position data. A director very

similar to that used with the 90m guns was used with the 40m guns.

As with the "-9 director predicted target location could be very

accurately determined with the preise present position data furnished

by the optical tracking equipment,

To assist the units during hours of darkness the British search-

lights provided target illumination. These units depended on optical

tracking for present position information. Searchlights were pointed

toward target locations provided by radar. The non-maneuvering V-1

assisted the searohlight operators in stqing on target. Continuous

illumination enabled the fire units to track the targets without

interruption.

The introduction of the variable time (VT) tse in January 1945

had an influence on th destruction percentage. Figure 12 shows a steady

increase in the percentage of vital area threats destroyed compared with
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vital area threats engaged for January 19435 and subsequent months

Throughout this period the restrictions on the use of the VT fuzed

amuition were relaxed to permit engagements at progressively lover

quadrant elevation angles. Consequently a larger quantity of VT fuzed

ammunition was used. ftrther evidence of the effectiveness of this

projectile is seen in Figure 13. The number of rounds of 90mm airi-

tion expended per V-i destroyed decreased sharply during the months of

Febr ,uy and March 1945. A comparison of Figures 12 and 13 shows that

after the intrtation of the VT fuze the mumber of V-1' s destroyed

increased while the expenditure of ammudtion decreased. While

improvements in the defensive deployment and better experienced gun crews

eontributed to this improvement, the most significant factor was the

u,ilization of the VT fuse.

Destruction of a V-I after interception was complicated as the

missile was extremely durable. The V-I was unlike conventional aircraft

as there was no fuel nor aW electrical or hydraulic lines in the

wings. Shrapnel hitting the wings had little effect on the missile.

A1so the engine was less vulnerable to shrapnel than an ordinary piston

engine. The gyro control devices were less affected by shell bursts

thtn a human pilot. V-I's deflected by shell bursts returned to their

original course without apparent damage. Others were turned over by

shell bursts. These righted themselves and continued on course.3

British experience in the defense of London contributed to the

defense of Antwerp. The belt concept for deployment of guns was first

used in Phase I of the London defense against V-i's. Figures 4, 5, and 6

3OHeadquarters Antwerp X, Report No. 2 E, 5 January 1945, p. 3.
(USACGSC Archives)
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show examples of how the belt concept was used in defending Antwerp.

The gun belts used in the defense of London were about 5,000 yards

from front to rear. This created a radar problem with shell bursts

from the rear guns cluttering the fire control radars of the forward

guns. To prevent this problem the Antwerp defense was established

with relatively narrow gun belts separated in depth to provide a "flak

free" zone between each belt of at least 3,000 yards.32 Bursts from

the rear guns were behind the zone of action of the forward guns. This

reduced the target tracking problem and contributed to the effectiveness

of interception.

To realise the benefits of experience, the defense planners

initially requested specific gun battalions thAt had participated in the

V-i defense of London.33 Two such units were provided and remained

in the defense throughout its duration. General information and

procedural instructions provided to the first units deployed in the

Antwerp defense were direct extracts of similar documents developed

in the defense of London. The intercept phase realized the greatest

benefit from experience of the four engagement functions of air defense.

The proficiency of the fire control equipment operators and gun crews

was a critical factor affecting firing accuracy. As with any acquired

skill crew proficiency was enhanced by experience.

Another factor affecting interception and destruction was the

number of guns in the defense. Figure 14 reflects the number of fire

32Headquarters Antwerp X, Report No. 2F, 12 January 1945,
Annex D, p. 1. (USACGSC Archives).
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units available to the defense as a function of the rnrmber of vital area
threats engaged. As additional units were added an increased number

of V-1's were engaged. This trend is shown in November 1944. When

the Ardennes offensive required the withdrawal of some units from the
Antwerp defense in December 1944 the number of threats engaged decreased.

In Jaauary additional units were brought into the defense and the number
of engaged threats again increased. Other factors influenced the number
of V-i's engaged. The volume of threats affected the number of V-i's
engaged as did the weather and changes in the rules of engagement for

the fire units.

The impact on interception and destruction of the number of
fire units and the number of threats is also seon in Figure 12. During
the month of December when units were withdrawn and the northeast

attacks began the number of V-l's destroyed decreased. A similar

decrease in November may have been due to the arrival of inexperienced

units in the defense. This decrease may be a statistical illusion,

however, since the first point on the graph for November represents a
percentage based on only five vital area threats destroyed of seven

engaged. T.Is is too small a sampling for valid statistical analysis.

Maintenanca, training and daily operations were continually
stressed to constantly upgrade the state of preparedness. Fire

control instruction teams were established to visit fire units. Their
mission was to seek areas where improvement was needed and then to

instruct unit personnel in proper corrective measures and preventive

procedures. 3 5 Periodic conferences were held to exchange ideas and

35 Antwerp X, Rpt.2A, op. cit., p. 5.
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to di.scuss current technical problems.3 These efforts improved all

four engagement functions particularly interception (gunnery accuracy).

The degree of proficiency achieved in interception and

destruction is exemplified by the results of the final nine days of

the Antwerp defense. During this period 96 of 98 vital area threats

were destroyed. 3- This rsaipksented an attrition rate 1..considerably

higher than Chad] boon achieved ever before."' 8

36bid

3 7Antwerp X, Rpt. 2 1, o.ct Annex D, E, F.

'8Antwrp X. t, 2 J.. op. cit., Annex C.



CHAPTER V

SMM AND CONCLUSIONS

On June 13, 1944, the Germans introduced a new weapon, the V-1.

The V-1 is a jet propelled robot missile which carries almost 2,000

pounds of high explosive. London was the target of initial attacks.

The British were not unprepared, however. For months the British had

been trying to prevent the Germans from using their newly developed

flying bomb, but they were unsuccesaful in destroying the launch com-

plexes and supply installations. Now the British were confronted with

the problem of terminal defense of London.

The number of attacks increased as the defense expanded. Short-

comings of the defense soon became apparent and adjustments were made

to eliminate most of the weaknesses. The degree of success of the

defense as measured by the number of V-i's destroyed, increased.

European ground action temporarily stopped the attack launched from

sites in France.

The battle was not over, however, as the Germans continued

with an air launched attack. Technical difficulties of this mode of

launching and the growing shortage of aircraft capable of launching

V-1 miisiles made this phase less effective from the German viewpoint.

The volume of V-.Os appearing over England decreased and the accuracy

of the attacks was poorer than the previous attacks from ground

launchers in France.

76
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The defense increased its efficiency with the introduction of

U. S. radar equipment and proximity fuzes. This increase in effective-

ness was offset, howover, by the new dimension of the aerial launch

platform. Missiles were no longer limited to a narrow corridor of

approach to London and the defense had to be altered tn counter this

new variable.

As the Germans fell back toward the homeland the front was

temporarily stabilized and new ground launching facilities oriented

toward London were constructed in Holland. The distance from these

new facilities to London was greater than the distance from the

earlier French sites. This required a modified missile with less

destructive power and inferior accuracy when compared to the earlier

models.

The defense met these new attacks with previously proven tactics

and renewed determination. The British defeated this effort destroying

over 90 of 124 V-l's launched from these new positions.

Shortly after the V-1 launch facilities in France were overrun

the port of Antwerp, Belgium, was captured intact by the Allies.

Difficulties relative to logistics operations were suddenly overcome.

Antwerp provided ample port facilities for further ground operations into

the German homeland. The significance of this development was quickly

diagnosed by the Germans. They immediately began preparations to

attack Antwerp with the V-1.

The Allies were aware of their good fortune and would not allow

the Germans to interfere with their plans for Antwerp. Accordingly

a defense against the V-i was established in October 1944. Planners

of Antwerp's defense used experiences of the British in Whe defense
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of London. Defensive aircraft wer not used. The tactical deploymnt of

defensive elements was a direct application of British techniques. The

equipment that had proven most satisfactory in the London defense was

similarly employed in Antwerp's defense. During the early planning phases

requests were made to obtain the units which had participated in the Lon-

don defense. These units added an important expertise to the Allied effort.

The attack against Antwerp developed in three phases correspond-

ing to directions of approach of V-1 missiles headed for the port. The

defense adjusted to the changes in direction of the attacks using

similar deployment patterns in each new area. The proximity of Antwerp

to Cerman held territory permitted the Germans to utilize ground

launching facilities throughout the duration of their attacks.

The VT fuze played an important role in the Antwerp defense.

It was not used during the early months of the defense for fear that

if an unexploded round fell into German hands the security of an

important technical development would be compromised. When the VT

fuze was introduced the defense effectiveness increased significantly.

The effectiveness of Antwerp's defense is reflected in the

statistical records of the defense. Of 4,883 V-I's detected in the

vicinity of Antwerp, 2,759 were regarded as threats to the designated

vital area. Some of these were not engaged because of procedural

restrictions or technical difficulties. A total of 2,523 of the vital

area threats were engaged and 1,766 or 70 per cent of them were

destroyed.

Only 211 of the 4,883 V-l0s operating in the Antwerp area during

the defensive period from October 24, 1944, to March 30, 1945, fell

within the designated vital area. A similar quantity of high explosive
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bombs were dropped on Berlin in a period of three minutes. Throughout

the duration of the defense supplies moved 'throagh the port without

a single day of work being lost.1 The total dollar value of the damage

achieved by the 211 was estimated to be about $10,000.2

The degree of success in Antwerp's defense was primarily

attributed to the characteristics of the threat. The fact that the

V-i was unmaneuverable after launch allowed the defense to very

accurately predict the target's location. This greatly reduced the

interception problem allowing a high percentage of destruction. Since

the V-i could not be maneuvered after launch it was easy to determine

an axis of approach and deploy the defensive assets along the axis.

This facilitated bringing the maximuma amount of firepower to bear

on each incoming V-I.

V-i characteristics also aided the detection and identification

processes. The limited number of approach azimuths reduced the volume

of air space that had to be continually searched for possible vital

area threats. The characteristic altitude, speed and unvarying course

made each approaching V-i immediately suspected. The radar ##signature"

of the missile assisted the identification procedure. When visual

recognition was required the V-i was readily identifiable.

The physical characteristics of the V-i reduced its vulnerability

to the effects of gunfire. The simple systems of flight-control and

propulsion permitted rugged construction less vulnerable to antiaircraft

iHeadquarters Antwerp X, The Story of Antwerp X (50 AAA Brigade,
U. S. Army, n.d.), unnumbered pages. (USACGSC Archives)

2 Headquarters IX Air Defense Command, Historical and Statistical
Summ ,1 Jnuar 1944-i June 124j, p. 32. (USACGSC Archives)
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tire than the typical conventional aircraft. While the 90m and 3.7

inch projectiles proved equal to the task of destruction, the 4Omm

projectiles contained an insufficient explosive charge to develop

the explosive force required to destroy or force the V-i off its

preset course. 3

In late January 195 the effectiveness of the defense was

increased with the introduction of the VT fuse for the 90m projectiles.

An indicator of this improved performance is the increased number of

V-'s destroyed of the number engaged for the last two months of the

defense. W1,th the use of the VT fuse there was a noticeable decrease

in ammuntion expenditure per V-I destroyed.

The British experience with the V-i provided useful techniques

to Antwerp's defenders. Radar siting practices in Antwerp's defense

were a direct application of lessons learned in London's defense.

The defensive gun belts were designed as a result of methods found

most suitable in Great Britain. Coordination between interceptor

aircraft and antiaircraft artillery were unworkable in London's defense.

This led to the composition of Antwerp's defense which consisted of

only antiaircraft artillery with large areas denied to aircraft. The

identification process was greatly aided by this practice.

Interception and destruction were the most difficult engagement

functions in Antwerp's defense. Separation of these two functions is

not practical in an analysis of the available data. If properly placed

with respect to the target, the 90mm projectile proved capable of

3Headquarters United States Forces European Theater, Report of
th eea oad.Su § Cn.d.J, p. 40. (USACGSC ArChive-sT
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destroying che target. This suggests that interception was the function

which precluded a greater degree of overall defense effectiveness.

There are similarities between the V-1 missile and present day

ballistic missiles. Non-maneuverability after launch is an example.

As the V-1 flew at a fixed altitude modern ballistic missiles vary their

altitude according to fixed physical laws. The identification problems

of the V-1 are basically comparable to the discrimination problems

associated with ballistic missiles. While the V-1 identification problem

was distinguishing friend from foe, the ballistic missile identification

concern is determining whether the incoming threat object is actually a

warhead, part of a booster vehicle, or a decoy.

The defense against the V-1 missile proved the validity of a

defense in depth with "quiet" zones between defensive echelons. While

defensive depth in the horizontal dimension may be less important in

solving the ballistic missile intercept problem, it appears that defensive

depth in altitude is significant. These similarities suggest areas for

additional study.

Of all the antiaircraft defenses of World War II the defense of

Antwerp, Belgium, stands as a tribute to the men involved and the e:fective-

ness of their equipment. This is expressed in an excerpt from a letter

to the commander of Antwerp X from the Commanding General of General

Headquarters AA Troops, 21 Army Grotip

This is a great victory; perhaps not heralded or
understood by the world at large in the same way as they
would appreciate a victory by other arms. The victories
of other arms have territorial gains to show. You have
not, but nevertheless this does not make it less impor-
tant than any other form of major military success in its
effect on the final outcome of the war. It has been a
perfect example of technical and tactical skill assisted
by the harmonious co-operation by all ranks of both
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nations, commanded by yourself.4

MKajor General W. R. Revell-Smith, GOC's Memorandum, 21 Atrwy Group,

GHQ AA Troops, reproduced in Antwerp X, pt 21, . i. Annex D.
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